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Visual working memory retains movement information
within an allocentric reference frame
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What frame of reference do we use to remember observed movements? One
possibility is that visual working memory (VWM) retains movement information
using a retinotopic frame of reference: A coordinate system with respect to the
retina that retains view-dependent information. Alternatively, VWM might retain
movement information using an allocentric frame of reference: A coordinate system
with respect to the scene that retains view-invariant information. To address this
question, I examined whether VWM retains view-dependent or view-invariant
movement information. Results show that (1) observers have considerable difficulty
remembering from which viewpoints they observed movements after a few seconds’
delay, and (2) the same number of movements can be retained in VWM whether the
movements are encoded and tested from the same viewpoint or from different
viewpoints. Thus, movement representations contain little to no view-dependent
information, which suggests that VWM uses an allocentric reference frame to retain
movement information.

Keywords: Visual working memory; Visual short-term memory; Object-based
attention; Object tracking; Allocentric reference frame.

A primary function of the visual system is to track objects as they move.
Whether the observer is a pedestrian tracking cars on the street or a wild
animal tracking the movements of prey and predators, there is a need to
maintain a visual index for objects that change in their spatial location over
time.
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Coordinated studies of adults, infants, and nonhuman animals provide
evidence that object tracking depends on an innate,1 evolutionarily ancient
system (reviewed by Flombaum, Scholl, & Santos, 2009). In these studies,
tracking abilities show four signature limits.2 First, object tracking has
a capacity limit: Adults, infants, and nonhuman animals can track a similar
number of objects at once, with many experiments revealing a capacity limit
of 34 objects (Barner, Wood, Hauser, & Carey, 2008; Feigenson, Carey, &
Hauser, 2002; Hauser, Carey, & Hauser, 2000; Scholl, 2001), although object
tracking performance also depends on the spacing between objects
(Franconeri, Jonathan, & Scimeca, 2010). Second, object tracking privileges
spatiotemporal information (where and when objects were encountered)
over surface feature information (colour and shape). This privileged use of
spatiotemporal information has been observed in several paradigms,
including multiple object tracking (e.g., Scholl, Pylyshyn, & Franconeri,
1999), apparent motion (Dawson, 1991; Kolers, 1972), and the amodal
integration of objects that move in and out of view (Burke, 1952; Flombaum,
Kundey, Santos, & Scholl, 2004; Michotte, Thinès, & Crabbé, 1964/1991).
Note, however, that surface feature information can influence object
tracking in some contexts (e.g., Richard, Luck, & Hollingworth, 2008).
Third, object tracking is sensitive to the manner in which objects disappear
behind other objects. Adults and infants successfully track objects that
disappear and reappear along fixed contours at the occluding boundaries,
but fail to track objects that implode and explode into and out of existence
at the occluding boundaries (Cheries, Feigenson, Scholl, & Carey, 2008;
Scholl & Pylyshyn, 1999). Fourth, object tracking depends on an allocentric
reference frame rather than a retinotopic reference frame. Adults and infants
track objects equally well through 2-D and 3-D space (Kellman, Spelke, &
Short, 1986; Liu, Austen, Booth, Fisher, Argue et al., 2005) and register the
positions of objects in the environment rather than registering objects with
respect to retinal locations (Fecteau, Chua, Franks, & Enns, 2001; Li &
Warren, 2000; Liu, Healey, & Enns, 2003; von Hofsten, Kellman, &
Putaansuu, 1992). These four signatures characterize an object tracking

1

By innate I simply mean not learned. Learning mechanisms necessarily require unlearned
abilities for detecting and analysing inputs and for drawing inferences, and so claims of learning
inevitably presuppose a set of innate capacities (see Spelke, 1999; Spelke & Newport, 1998).
2
The term ‘‘signature limits’’ refers to a consistent pattern of positive and negative findings
that are obtained in tasks that require a particular set of cognitive processes (e.g., processes for
tracking objects), and that are observed across studies that vary in methods, displays, and
populations (e.g., infants, adults, and nonhuman animals). When such a pattern of findings is
obtained, it can serve to test for the existence of those cognitive processes in further populations,
for the situations that evoke them, and for the mechanisms that subserve them.
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system that human adults appear to share with human infants and
nonhuman primates, suggesting continuity in object tracking representations
over human ontogeny and primate phylogeny.
Although there has been much interest in the origins and nature of the
object-based attention mechanism that supports object tracking, much less is
known about how we retain information about the movements of objects after
movements have been observed. This is important because many cognitive
and social tasks require the ability to remember movements, as opposed to
simply tracking objects during immediate perception. For example, imitation
requires tracking an individual’s body movements, retaining information
about those movements, and then later attempting to copy the movements
based on information retained in memory. Thus, in order for movement
information to guide behaviour, it must be stored in a temporary information
buffer, known as visual working memory (VWM). But what is the nature of
the VWM system that retains movement information?
This question can be broken into three more specific questions. First,
what component of VWM retains movement information: Do observers
remember movements with a VWM component that retains spatial
information or with a more specialized VWM component that retains
spatiotemporal information? To investigate this question, Wood (2007) used
a dual-task method to measure observers’ ability to remember movement
information and static spatial information concurrently. In the first memory
task observers attempted to remember varying numbers of observed
movements, and in the second memory task observers attempted to
remember varying numbers of object locations in a scene. Observers could
remember the same number of movements whether they performed the first
memory task alone or concurrently with the second memory task, and they
could remember the same number of locations in a scene whether they
performed the second memory task alone or concurrently with the first
memory task. Thus, when observers performed two working memory tasks
that required memory for movements and memory for the locations of
objects in a scene, there was little to no competition between the two tasks
for the limited storage resources of a single working memory system, despite
both tasks requiring memory for spatial information. This finding provides
evidence that VWM contains a specialized memory system for retaining
observed movement information, which is distinct from the VWM system
that retains information about the locations of objects in the scene (for
convergent evidence see Smyth, Pearson, & Pendleton, 1989; Smyth &
Pendleton, 1988). Additional dual-task experiments show that the VWM
system that retains movement information can also be dissociated from the
VWM systems that retain colour and shape information (Wood, 2008, 2010).
Second, what are the units of movement information retained in VWM:
Are spatial and temporal features stored separately or as integrated
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spatiotemporal representations? To address this question, Wood (2007)
compared memory for movements defined by one feature (spatial or
temporal feature) with memory for movements defined by a conjunction
of features (spatial and temporal features). The results showed that it is
possible to retain information about only 23 spatial or temporal features at
one time. However, it is also possible to retain both the spatial and temporal
features of 23 movements, indicating that VWM stores integrated
spatiotemporal units rather than individual features.
Third, what spatial reference frame does this spatiotemporal-based VWM
system use to represent observed movements: Do observers remember
movements using a retinotopic, observer-centred reference frame or an
allocentric, world-centred reference frame? The former hypothesis holds that
VWM retains movement information in a retinotopic map: A coordinate
system that represents locations with respect to the retina. Such retinotopic
representations would contain viewpoint-specific information. The latter
hypothesis holds that VWM retains movement information in an allocentric
map: A coordinate system that represents locations with respect to the scene.
Such allocentric representations would contain viewpoint-invariant information. The goal of the present study was to distinguish between these
possibilities.
There is evidence that the visual system uses both retinotopic and
allocentric reference frames to represent the visual world. One of the
primary systems of place recognition in humans and nonhuman animals is a
view-dependent ‘‘snapshot’’ system that stores retinotopic representations.
In brief, animals take a visual ‘‘snapshot’’ of the scene surrounding a target
goal and store this view in memory. During navigation, the animal moves in
order to recover this target view so as to reduce the difference between the
current view and the target view (see Collett & Collett, 2000).
Evidence for snapshot representations comes from studies of navigating
insects and mammals. Bees, for example, were trained to forage in an
environment filled with landmarks and then the locations of the food source
and the landmarks were moved. Bees approached the food source from
a constant direction, so that the visual image of the scene was roughly the same
each time they approached the food (Collett & Lehrer, 1993; Collett & Rees,
1997). Some insects such as wood ants store multiple snapshots of a familiar
landmark from different vantage points so that they may approach a familiar
landmark from multiple angles (Judd & Collett, 1998). Snapshot representations also guide visual navigation in rodents and humans. For instance,
rodents in a water maze tend to approach a hidden support from a particular
direction (Sutherland, Chew, Baker, & Linggard, 1987). Similarly, human
adults readily learn locations in virtual reality environments defined entirely
by a continuous colour gradient without individual objects that may be used
as landmarks, in qualitative agreement with a view-dependent snapshot
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system but not with other models of place recognition (Gillner, Weib, &
Mallot, 2008).
In contrast to these retinotopic representations, other visual processes use
an allocentric coordinate system to represent visual information. For
instance, spatial working memory uses an allocentric reference frame to
retain information about locations (e.g., Jiang, Olson, & Chun, 2000;
Phillips, 1974). Similarly, the object tracking system uses an allocentric
frame of reference to track the locations of objects over time. At least four
types of evidence support this conclusion. First, observers track objects
equally well whether the objects move in 2-D or 3-D space (Liu et al., 2005).
Second, reductions in scene coherence (e.g., distorting the perception of 3-D
space) impair tracking accuracy (Liu et al., 2005). Third, saccades that are
made from one location to another are referenced to stationary environmental landmarks rather than to specific retinal coordinates (Deubel,
Bridgeman, & Schneider, 1998). Fourth, smooth pursuit eye movements
are linked to retinal rather than to environmental coordinates (Raymond,
Shapiro, & Rose, 1984). Together, these findings suggest that visual
perception registers the positions of objects in the environment rather than
registering objects with respect to their retinal locations.
The present study examines whether the spatiotemporal-based VWM
system retains information using retinotopic coordinates, akin to the viewdependent snapshot system, or allocentric coordinates, akin to the object
tracking system. If movement information is retained using a retinotopic
frame of reference, then the movement information retained in VWM will be
view-dependent because retinotopic representations contain viewpointspecific features. Thus, viewpoint information would be an integral part of
the movement representations retained in VWM. Alternatively, if movement
information is retained using an allocentric frame of reference, then the
movement information retained in VWM will be viewpoint-invariant
because allocentric representations register locations with respect to
environmental rather than retinal coordinates. In consequence, a movement
representation in VWM would not contain viewpoint-specific features.
To distinguish between these possibilities, I tested two unique predictions of
a memory mechanism that uses an allocentric frame of reference. First,
observers should have difficulty remembering from which viewpoints they
observed movements, even after only a few seconds’ delay. A movement
representation that is based on allocentric coordinates will not contain
viewpoint-specific information. Binding movement and viewpoint information would therefore require additional VWM resources, or it might not
happen at all. In contrast, if movement representations are based on
a retinotopic reference frame, then observers should have no difficulty
remembering from which viewpoints they observed movements because
retinotopic representations contain viewpoint-specific information.
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Second, if movement representations are based on an allocentric reference
frame, then observers should be able to remember the same number of
movements whether the movements are encoded and tested from the same
viewpoint or from different viewpoints. Changing the viewpoint between the
study and test movements should have relatively little effect on an allocentric
memory mechanism because the movements would be registered with respect
to environmental rather than retinal coordinates, and would therefore be
viewpoint-invariant. However, if movement representations are based on
a retinotopic reference frame, then changing the viewpoint of the test
movement should severely impair memory performance because the features
of the retinotopic representations stored in VWM would not match with the
visible features of the test movement even when the movements were the
same (see Figure 4).
Experiment 1 tested the first prediction, by examining whether observers
have difficulty remembering from which viewpoints they observed movements after a few seconds’ delay. Experiment 2 tested the second prediction,
by examining whether observers can remember similar numbers of movements whether the movements are encoded and tested from the same
viewpoint or from different viewpoints. To preview the findings, the results
confirmed both predictions of a VWM mechanism that uses an allocentric
reference frame.

EXPERIMENT 1
To examine whether observers have difficulty remembering from which
viewpoints they observed movements after a few seconds’ delay, I used the
sequential comparison procedure used previously to study VWM for
observed movements (Wood, 2007, 2008) and objects (e.g., Luck & Vogel,
1997). On each trial, participants viewed a study sequence in which
a computer-animated figure performed three different movements, each of
which was observed from a different viewpoint (see Figure 1). After a brief
delay interval, the figure performed a test movement, and participants
indicated whether that test movement was the same or different from the
study movements with respect to the features detailed below. During each
trial, participants performed an articulatory suppression task to prevent
verbal recoding of the stimuli (Besner, Davies, & Daniels, 1981).
Participants completed four different conditions. In the movements only
condition, participants needed to remember the movements only. This
condition provided a baseline measure of the number of movements that can
be retained in VWM at once. In the viewpoints only condition, participants
needed to remember only the viewpoints from which they observed the
movements. This condition provided a baseline measure of the number of
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Figure 1. Sample stimuli and results from Experiment 1. (Top) Schematic illustration of a trial from
each of the four conditions. All examples depict different trials. (Bottom) Memory capacity estimates
from each condition, as well as p-values denoting the statistical differences between conditions and
trial types as computed through paired-samples t-tests. Error bars denote standard error. To view this
figure in colour, please see the online issue of the Journal.

viewpoints that can be retained in VWM at once. In the movements and
viewpoints condition, participants needed to remember the movements and
the viewpoints simultaneously. This condition provided a measure of the
number of movements and viewpoints that can be retained in VWM
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concurrently. In the binding movements and viewpoints condition, participants needed to remember the movements and viewpoints in an integrated
form. This condition provided a measure of the number of integrated
movement-viewpoint representations that can be retained in VWM at once.
If movement information is retained within a retinotopic frame of
reference, then performance should be similar across the four conditions
because the movement and viewpoint information from the study sequences
would be stored together, within integrated representations. Thus, the four
conditions would place equivalent demands on VWM. However, if movement
information is retained using an allocentric frame of reference, then
performance will differ across the conditions. In particular, two specific
patterns should emerge. First, performance should be lower in the movements and viewpoints condition compared to in the movements only
condition because the movement representations stored in VWM would not
contain viewpoint-specific information. Thus, additional VWM resources
would be needed to remember the viewpoints from which movements were
observed. Second, performance should be lower in the binding movements
and viewpoints condition compared to in the movements and viewpoints
condition because movement and viewpoint information are not automatically bound together within a memory mechanism that uses an allocentric
frame of reference. Thus, additional VWM resources would be needed to bind
movement and viewpoint information into an integrated representation.

Method
Participants. Ten participants (two males, eight females) between the
ages of 18 and 30 (M23.2, SD4.39) with normal or corrected-to-normal
vision participated to receive credit towards a course requirement or for
monetary payment. Informed consent was obtained.
Design. On each trial, participants viewed a study sequence consisting
of three different movements, each of which was observed from a different
viewpoint. After a brief delay interval, a test movement was observed, and
participants indicated whether the relevant features of that test movement
had been present in the study sequence, with respect to the following
conditions:
1. Movements only: Participants were told that only the movements could
change and to remember only the movements. On different trials, the
test movement was different from all three of the movements in the
study sequence. The test movement was observed from a viewpoint that
had been associated with one of the three movements from the study
sequence.
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2. Viewpoints only: Participants were told that only the viewpoints could
change and to remember only the viewpoints. On different trials, the
test movement (one of the three movements from the study sequence)
was observed from a viewpoint that none of the movements in the study
sequence had been observed from.
3. Movements and viewpoints: Participants were told that either the
movements or the viewpoints could change and to remember both
the movements and the viewpoints. On 50% of the different trials, the
test display presented a movement that had not been present in the
study sequence. On the other 50% of the different trials, the test
movement was observed from a viewpoint that none of the movements
in the study sequence had been observed from.
4. Binding movements and viewpoints: The test display always consisted of
a movement and a viewpoint that had been present in the study
sequence. However, on different trials, the test movement was observed
from a viewpoint that one of the other movements in the study
sequence had previously been observed from. Participants were told to
treat such changes as different.
Participants received 50 trials in each condition. Each condition was
preceded by six practice trials. The order of conditions was counterbalanced
across participants in a within-subjects design.
Procedure. Each trial began with a 1000 ms presentation of two
randomly selected letters, and participants were required to repeat those
letters continuously and out loud until the end of the trial. The offset of
these letters was followed by a 1000 ms presentation of a screen displaying
the word ‘‘ready’’, followed by the presentation of the study sequence. The
study sequence consisted of a computer-animated figure performing three
movements, each of which was observed from a different viewpoint. All
movements were dynamic (i.e., they involved fluid, continuous movement,
rather than being presented as static pictures). The animations were created
using Poser 6 software from SmithMicro. From the front viewpoint, the
figure subtended 10.58 (height)48 (width) in the centre of a video monitor.
Each movement lasted 500 ms and was followed by 500 ms of stasis. Then,
the figure disappeared for 200 ms and reappeared from a new viewpoint. The
movements were selected at random without replacement from a set of seven
highly discriminable movements: Forearm curl, arm raise, head turn, body
twist, knee raise, leg raise, and torso bend (see Figure 2). The figure
performed the movements on the left side of his body. The viewpoints were
selected at random without replacement from a set of nine highly
discriminable viewpoints (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Static depictions of the stimuli used in Experiment 1. (Left) Images showing the nine
different viewpoints. (Right) Images showing the seven movements by illustrating the movements’
maximal deviation from the neutral position shown in the images on the left. To view this figure in
colour, please see the online issue of the Journal.

The study sequence was followed, after a 250 ms delay, by an 800 ms
presentation of the word ‘‘test’’, followed by the presentation of the test
display, which consisted of the figure performing a single movement from
one of the nine viewpoints. Participants were required to make a response to
the test display, indicating whether the relevant features of the test display
had been present in the study sequence.

Results
For the statistical analyses, the data were converted into capacity estimates
by using the formula developed by Cowan (2001). The logic of this approach
is that if an observer can retain k items from a sequence consisting of n items,
then the observer should be able to detect a change in one of the items on k/n
trials. This approach takes into consideration the effects of guessing, by
factoring in the false alarm rate (Ffalse alarms/(false alarmscorrect
rejections) and the observed hit rate (Hhits/(hitsmisses). The formula is
defined as kn (H  F). In the movements and viewpoints condition, the
average F-value of the ‘‘same’’ trials was used for the separate statistical
analyses of the movement trials and the viewpoint trials. For all experiments,
the same statistical patterns were observed when accuracy was used as the
dependent measure.
A repeated measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of condition,
F(3, 27)31.87, pB.001, h2p .78. Post hoc analyses revealed the pattern
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of results shown in Figure 1 (see Appendix 1 for the hits, false alarms, and
reaction times for all conditions). Memory capacity in the movements only
condition (2.32 movements) was significantly higher than in the viewpoints
only condition (1.40 viewpoints). Memory capacity in the movements and
viewpoints condition for the movement information (1.25 movements) was
significantly lower than memory capacity in the movements only conditions,
t(9)7.27, pB.001. Further, memory capacity was significantly lower in the
binding movements and viewpoints condition (0.61 integrated representations), in which participants needed to remember which movement was
observed from which viewpoint, than in the movements and viewpoints
condition, in which participants needed to remember the movements and the
viewpoints but not in an integrated form, t(9)3.78, pB.005.

Discussion
These results provide evidence that VWM representations observed movements are view-invariant and thus stored with respect to an allocentric
reference frame. Two specific patterns support this conclusion. First,
memory capacity was lower when participants needed to remember movements and viewpoints concurrently compared to when they needed to
remember movements and viewpoints seperately. Second, memory capacity
was lower when participants needed to retain integrated movement-viewpoint representations compared to when they needed to retain movement
and viewpoint representations concurrently but not in an integrated form.
Neither of these patterns should have emerged if movements were retained
with respect to a retinotopic frame of reference because retinotopic
representations contain viewpoint-specific information.
There are two alternative explanations for this pattern of data. First,
participants may have retained view-dependent representations but encoded
different low-level features of the stimuli in the movements and viewpoints
condition compared to in the movements only condition. Thus, on different
trials, the degree to which the test stimuli differed from the view-dependent
representations retained in VWM may have been smaller in the movements
and viewpoints condition compared to in the movements only condition,
thereby leading to lower performance. Similarly, participants may have
retained view-dependent representations but encoded different low-level
features of the stimuli in the binding movements and viewpoints condition
compared to in the movements and viewpoints condition. Thus, on different
trials, the degree to which the test stimuli differed from the view-dependent
representations retained in VWM may have been smaller in the binding
movements and viewpoints condition compared to in the movements and
viewpoints condition, thereby leading to lower performance. Unfortunately,
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this alternative explanation is difficult to test. Unlike studies that measure
VWM for simple 2-D stimuli (e.g., coloured bars presented at different
orientations), which allow precise control over the magnitude of the change
between a stored representation and a test stimulus (e.g., the change from
red to green with oriented bars is psychophysically identical whether the
object is horizontal or vertical), it is not possible to so precisely control
change magnitude with the 3-D stimuli used in the present study.
Second, in the movements and viewpoints condition both the movements and the viewpoints could change. Thus, it is impossible to know
whether the false alarms in this condition reflected incorrect perceptions of
movement changes or incorrect perceptions of viewpoint changes. Because
the viewpoints only condition was more difficult than the movements only
condition, it is possible that the majority of the false alarms in the
movements and viewpoints condition arose because of incorrect perceptions of viewpoint changes. The large drop in storage capacity for the
movement information in the movements and viewpoints condition
compared to the movements only condition may therefore have been an
artifact.
To distinguish between these alternative accounts, Experiment 2 tested
a different prediction of a memory mechanism that uses an allocentric frame
of reference: Observers should be able to remember the same number of
movements whether the movements are encoded and tested from the same
viewpoint or from different viewpoints.
To test this prediction, observers were asked to remember three study
movements, and then they were shown a test movement from the same
viewpoint or from viewpoints that differed 458 or 908 from the study
viewpoint. Observers then indicated whether the test movement was one of
the three study movements. If VWM uses a retinotopic frame of reference,
then changing the viewpoint of the test movement should severely impair
memory performance because the view-dependent features of the representations stored in VWM would not match with the visible features of the test
movement even when the movements were the same. However, if VWM uses
an allocentric frame of reference to retain movement information, then
changing the viewpoint between the study and test movements should have
no effect on performance because movements would be retained within a
reference frame that registers locations with respect to the environment
rather than with respect to retinal locations.

EXPERIMENT 2
Participants observed three study movements and a test movement, and then
indicated whether the test movement was one of the three study movements.
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On one set of trials, the test movement was presented from the same
viewpoint as the study movements. On a second set of trials, the test
movement was presented from a viewpoint that differed by 458 from the
study viewpoint. On a third set of trials, the test movement was presented
from a viewpoint that differed by 908 from the study viewpoint (see Figure 3).
If observers retain view-dependent representations within a retinotopic
frame of reference, then performance should decrease as the difference
between the vantage points of the study and test movements increases. Thus,
performance should be best when the study and test movements are
observed from the same viewpoint, lower when the test movement viewpoint
differs by 458 from the study movement viewpoint, and lowest when the test
movement viewpoint differs by 908 from the study movement viewpoint.
Any potential viewpoint-dependent effects that arise in this experiment
can not be due to certain viewpoints being inherently easier or harder to
process because all pairwise combinations of viewpoints were tested. That is,
the 08 viewpoint difference condition included trials testing all three of the
08, 458, and 908 viewpoints, the 458 viewpoint difference condition included
trials testing 08458 viewpoint combinations and 458908 viewpoint combinations in both possible studytest orders, and the 908 viewpoint difference
condition included 08908 trials and 90808 trials. Thus, any decrease in
performance from 08 to 458 to 908 must result from the changes of viewpoint
in the latter two conditions, not from the particular viewpoints that were
tested.

Method
Participants. Ten new participants (three males, seven females) between
the ages of 18 and 33 (M21.9, SD4.33) participated.
Procedure. Each trial began with a 1000 ms presentation of two
randomly selected letters, and participants were required to repeat those
letters continuously and out loud until the end of the trial. The offset of
these letters was followed by a 500 ms presentation of a black screen
followed by the presentation of the study sequence. The study sequence
consisted of a computer-animated figure performing three movements. Each
movement lasted 500 ms and was followed by 500 ms of stasis. The
movements were selected at random without replacement from a set of
seven highly discriminable movements: Arm raise, body twist, forearm curl,
knee raise, leg raise (to the front of the body), leg raise (to the side of the

1477
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Figure 3.

Sample stimuli and results from Experiment 2. (Top) Schematic illustration of a trial.
(Middle) Memory capacity estimates when the study and test viewpoints differed by 08, 458, and 908.
(Bottom) Reaction times to the test movement when the study and test viewpoints differed by 08, 458,
and 908. Error bars denote standard error. To view this figure in colour, please see the online issue of
the Journal.
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Figure 4. Static depictions of the stimuli used in Experiment 2. The images show the movements’
maximal deviation from the neutral position shown at the top of the figure. All movements are shown
from the three different viewpoints. To view this figure in colour, please see the online issue of the Journal.

body), and torso bend (see Figure 4). All of the study movements in a trial
were observed from the same viewpoint.
The study sequence was followed by a 1000 ms delay interval consisting of
a black screen and then the test movement. Participants made a response to
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the test movement, indicating whether the movement had been present in the
study sequence. Participants were not instructed to respond quickly;
nevertheless, reaction times were collected to assess potential speedaccuracy
tradeoffs.
The viewpoint from which the study movements and test movement were
observed varied systematically. The study and test movements were observed
from the front view, a 458 horizontal, orbital rotation from the front view,
and a 908 horizontal, orbital rotation from the front view (see Figure 4 for
static depictions of all movements from each viewpoint). Participants
received 270 trials, which were preceded by eight practice trials. Participants
received 30 trials for each of the nine unique pairwise combination of these
viewpoints across the study and test movements: 0808, 08458, 08908, 458
08, 458458, 458908, 90808, 908458, & 908908.

Results and discussion
For the analyses, the data from the nine pairwise combinations described
previously were divided into three comparison groups as follows: 08
difference between study and test viewpoints (0808, 458458, 908908), 458
difference between study and test viewpoints (08458, 45808, 458908,
908458), and 908 difference between study and test viewpoints (08908,
90808).
Figure 3 presents the results (see Appendix 2 for the hits, false alarms, and
reaction times for all pairwise combinations of study and test viewpoints).
A repeated measures ANOVA did not reveal a significant difference in storage
capacity when the study viewpoint and the test viewpoint differed by 08, 458,
or 908, F(2, 18)1.72, p.21, h2p .16. On average, observers retained 2.41
movements when the study and test viewpoints differed by 08, 2.27 movements
when the study and test viewpoints differed by 458, and 2.20 movements when
the study and test viewpoints differed by 908. Furthermore, a repeated
measures ANOVA did not reveal a significant difference in reaction time when
the study viewpoint and the test viewpoint differed by 08, 458, or 908, F(2,
18)1.12, p.35, h2p .11. Thus, the number of movements that participants
could remember was similar whether the study and test viewpoints differed by
08, 458, or 908, and the speed at which they could indicate whether a test
movement was the same or different from one of the study movements was
similar whether the study and test viewpoints differed by 08, 458, or 908. This
pattern of results suggests that movement representations retained in VWM
contain little to no viewpoint-specific information. These results converge
with the results of Experiment 1, providing additional evidence that VWM
retains view-invariant movement representations within an allocentric
reference frame.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
Previous studies provide evidence for a specialized visual working memory
(VWM) system that retains integrated spatiotemporal representations of
observed movements (Wood, 2007, 2008, 2010). The goal of the present
study was to characterize the type of spatial reference frame used by this
VWM system. One possibility is that VWM retains movement information
using a retinotopic, observer-centred frame of reference: A coordinate system
with respect to the retina that retains view-dependent information. Alternatively, VWM might retain movement information using an allocentric,
world-centred frame of reference: A coordinate system with respect to the
scene that retains view-invariant information. To distinguish between these
possibilities, I tested two unique predictions of a memory mechanism that
stores information within an allocentric frame of reference. First, observers
should have difficulty remembering from which viewpoints they observed
movements after a few seconds’ delay. Second, observers should be able to
remember the same number of movements whether the movements are
encoded and tested from the same viewpoint or from different viewpoints.
These predictions were confirmed in Experiments 1 and 2, respectively,
which suggests that VWM retains movement information within an
allocentric reference frame.
In Experiment 1, after observing a sequence of movements, participants
had difficulty remembering which movements were observed from which
viewpoints. The surprisingly low performance in the binding movements and
viewpoints condition suggests that even when retaining information about
movements and viewpoints, participants had a difficult time binding these
two types of information together. On average, participants retained only
0.61 integrated movement/viewpoint representations, meaning that they
successfully represented a single integrated representation on just a subset of
the trials. In contrast, when participants did not need to remember
integrated movement/viewpoint representations, they were able to retain
information about 12 movements and 12 viewpoints on each trial. Thus,
binding movement and viewpoint information into an integrated representation in working memory appears to require additional resources over and
above those used to retain movement and viewpoint information in a
nonintegrated form.
In Experiment 2, participants attempted to remember three study
movements observed from one viewpoint, and then compared those movements to a test movement observed from the same viewpoint or from a
viewpoint that differed by 458 or 908 from the study viewpoint. On average,
participants retained 2.41 movements when the study and test viewpoints
were identical, 2.27 movements when the study and test viewpoints differed
from one another by 458, and 2.20 movements when the study and test
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viewpoints differed from one another by 908. Thus, nearly the same number
of movements could be retained in VWM whether the movements were
encoded and tested from the same viewpoint or from different viewpoints.
Furthermore, participants’ reaction times were similar whether the test
movement was presented from the same viewpoint or from a different
viewpoint as the study movements. Movement representations in VWM
therefore appear to contain little to no view-dependent information. This
experiment provides further evidence that VWM retains movement information within an allocentric reference frame.
These results place constraints on the cognitive and neurobiological
mechanisms subserving the VWM system that retains spatiotemporal
information. In particular, VWM tasks have been found to depend on
neural substrates from both early (V1V4) and late (e.g., lateral occipital
cortex) levels of the visual hierarchy (e.g., Harrison & Tong, 2009; Vogel &
Machizawa, 2004). In principle, either of these substrates could retain
movement information. However, representations in early levels of the
hierarchy are pixel-like pictorial representations of the scene, akin to
photographs. VWM representations retained within these early levels of
the hierarchy therefore contain view-specific image features. In contrast,
later levels of the hierarchy support object and movement recognition
mechanisms that represent the perceived 3-D shape and path of motion of
objects (e.g., Kable & Chatterjee, 2006; Kourtzi & Kanwisher, 2001), but
do not represent view-specific image features. VWM representations
retained within these later levels of the hierarchy may therefore be view
invariant. Thus, the view-invariant movement representations identified in
the present study are most likely retained in later levels of the visual
hierarchy, rather than in the earlier levels, which retain view-specific image
features.
These results leave open the possibility that VWM can retain a small
amount of movement information within view-dependent representations.
Specifically, in Experiment 1 participants retained roughly 0.61 movement’s
worth of information within view-specific representations on each trial, and
in Experiment 2 there was a nonsignificant cost of 0.21 movement’s worth of
information when the movements were encoded and tested from viewpoints
that differed by 908 compared to 08. It will be interesting for future studies to
examine whether such view-dependent representations are retained in the
same VWM system that retains view-invariant movement representations, or
whether view-dependent and view-invariant movement representations are
supported by separate, specialized memory system. For example, with regard
to object representation, there is some evidence that VWM contains
separate, specialized memory systems for retaining view-dependent ‘‘snapshot’’ information and view-invariant object identity information (Wood,
2009, 2010).
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Linking visual working memory to the biological foundations
of cognition
As discussed in the introduction, coordinated studies of adults, infants, and
nonhuman animals provide evidence for an innate, evolutionarily ancient
object tracking system that operates primarily over spatiotemporal representations. Similarly, studies of VWM provide evidence for a specialized
memory system that retains integrated spatiotemporal representations
(Wood, 2007, 2008, 2010). The present study builds on these findings by
showing that VWM uses an allocentric frame of reference to represent
movement information, as does the object tracking system (Liu
et al., 2005). Thus, the spatiotemporal-based VWM system and the object
tracking system share two information-processing signatures. First, both
mechanisms use the same basic elements*integrated spatiotemporal units*
to represent the movements of objects. Second, both mechanisms use
an allocentric spatial reference frame to represent those spatiotemporal
units. These shared information-processing signatures suggest that the
spatiotemporal-based VWM system and object tracking system depend on
common neural mechanisms. This is important because it links the study of
VWM to the study of the biological foundations of visual cognition (Wood,
2010).
This link may be fruitful in many ways. For the study of visual cognition,
these findings link the spatiotemporal-based VWM system to the innate,
evolutionarily ancient object tracking system that strutures visual experience
from birth. This could illuminate the origins of the spatiotemporal-based
VWM system, on both developmental and evolutionary timescales. For the
study of the biological foundations of cognition, these findings show how
our innate, evolutionarily ancient object tracking system corresponds to one
of the VWM systems that supports and limits mature visual thought.
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APPENDIX 1
The proportion of hits (responding different on change trials), the proportion of false
alarms (responding different on same trials), and the reaction times for each of the
conditions in Experiment 1
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Condition

Hits/FAs

RT (ms)

Movements only

.87/.10

1654

Viewpoints only

.71/.24

1582

Movements & viewpoints
Movements
Viewpoints

.82/.40
.79/.40

1888
1949

Binding

.60/.39

1838

APPENDIX 2
The proportion of hits (responding different on change trials), the proportion of false
alarms (responding different on same trials), and the reaction times for each of the
conditions in Experiment 2
Condition
00
045
090
450
4545
4590
900
9045
9090

Hits/FAs

RT (ms)

.90/.11
.86/.11
.84/.09
.82/.09
.87/.08
.87/.09
.83/.11
.93/.17
.86/.03

1480
1446
1535
1453
1441
1489
1549
1524
1460

